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Abstract

The psychosocial functioning and work ability of psychiatric patients are to a large extent affected by factors other than medical. The interactions between state of health, psychosocial environment and personal resources are complex. Some part of the apparent disability is due to not only psychiatric symptoms, but also to "illness career", maladaptive health behaviours and adverse social roles, experiences and environmental factors, and thus not curable with the same treatments as psychiatric symptoms. An individual’s positive psychological resources can compensate for deficits brought on by illness. Identifying the strengths and finding the coping skills are an essential part of rehabilitation planning and return to work strategies. Here, we present some tools for the assessment of positive mental health aspects that are associated with function.

Introduction

Assessment of function should be present at all medical encounters with clients, followed by adequate support for function (1). Working ability is of major concern among working age psychiatric patients, and it is an important outcome measure of effective treatment and rehabilitation in common mental disorders. Among employed patients, the role of the psychiatrist is more consultative in assessment of working ability, whereas the occupational health services (OHS) have the central coordinative role due to their close contact with workplace, and knowledge of work demands and working conditions. The consulting psychiatrist, or the psychiatric team in charge of treatment, instead represents the expertise on psychiatric diagnostics, prognosis and treatment guidelines, in addition to psychological resources and function. Therefore, an active co-operation with OHS is essential for an integrated assessment of work ability and rehabilitation plan.
Growing professional requirements and unemployment threaten the survival of psychiatric patients in working life. Unemployment, over-represented among psychiatric patients, is of special concern due to lack of OHS active preventive and return to work strategies. Assessment of and support for the working ability of an unemployed psychiatric patient calls for co-operation with employment services. This article, however, does not focus on the broad and fundamental issue of co-operation between health care providers and working life, nor on the primary importance of work orientation described elsewhere (2, 3, 4, 5). Instead, the aim of this article is to bring up the resource-oriented and positive psychological view with some practical tools for psychiatric praxis, to complete the more traditional psychopathology-oriented psychiatric assessment of working ability.

Work is an essential element of mental well-being (6, 7) and of great importance even for the most severely ill psychiatric patients (8, 9, 10, 11). The rights of disabled people to participate in working life, the value of work for the mental patient as well as the value of disadvantaged people’s contribution to working life has been highlighted by community research and political discourse (12, 13). Prolonged unemployment is related to increased psychiatric morbidity and decreased motivation for re-employment (14, 15). Prolonged sick leave also has an independent negative effect on return to work (16). The return to work of mental patients becomes very hard after a prolonged sick leave (17, 18, 19) and their vocational rehabilitation is often delayed in Finland (18).

Among psychiatric patients, any type of absence from work for more than half a year reduces the chances to return. The return to work rate becomes minimal after one year of absence (20). There are many mechanisms to blame. Some of them are related to social environments, and others to individual psychological reactions and chronicity of illness. During a long sick leave, psychiatric patients, more often than other patients, may encounter rejection by employer, insecure employment future, stigma and social marginalization, psychological alienation from working life and a fear of return, reduced self-esteem, loss of daily routines and maladaptive lifestyles.

In evaluating a psychiatric patient’s working ability, a wide range of positive psychological resources should be assessed and harnessed in order to prevent excess absenteeism from work. There is increasing international interest in the concept of positive mental health and its contribution to all aspects of human life, including working life (21).
The many faces of psychiatric function and working ability

Psychiatric assessment of working ability has focused primarily on psychiatric diagnostics and symptom evaluation. The co-operation with the client is loaded by the burden of testimony: in order to obtain disability compensation, there is need to demonstrate the severity of illness and disability, which may, in the worst case, shift the focus of attention far away from resources and rehabilitation prospects. The need for objective assessment of function (22, 23) and for identification of the remaining capabilities (24, 25) have been emphasized. On the other hand, the assessment of function is challenged by subjective experience of disability related to phenomena that are difficult to measure objectively (26). The concrete function tested in real environment, like in work trial, offers valuable evidence for assessment of working ability (4, 27), but it offers no bypass to the patient’s subjective experience.

The subjective experience of one’s functional capacity predicts return to work outcomes in patients with mental disorders (28, 29) and without client perspective and participation, the rehabilitation planning is unsuccessful. The subjective barriers for return to work, as well as the subjective motivating factors and strengths, should be explored in detail with the patient and be taken into account in return to work strategies and psychological interventions. Concrete assessment tools (see below) can aid finding out the individual resources of the client and to focus the attention on them.

The psychosocial functioning and work ability of psychiatric patients are related to multidimensional interactions including many factors other than medical. These interactions are presented in the dynamic Triangle model of work ability (Figure 1). With the same psychiatric symptoms, a patient can be fully capable of working or completely unable to work, depending on demands and resources of the work, compatibility of skills and values with the work, social support, security, roles, routines and individual psychological resources, such as motivation, self-efficacy, resilience, coping skills and personal interpretation and finally, the significance attributed to the symptoms.
The functional deficits related to psychiatric illness can be conceptualized into four categories with different prognosis and different treatment or rehabilitation options (Table 1). There are quite persistent trait-like features, such as primary developmental cognitive deficits that may hamper studying and working unless compensatory skills are learned by neuropsychological rehabilitation, or an adaptation-supportive working environment and coaching provided. Acute psychiatric symptoms instead often respond to medical and psychosocial treatment interventions, including symptom management, or they fade away in time or by elimination of triggers. Secondary symptoms are established, more long-term behavioural patterns, learned adverse coping efforts, such as avoidance in anxiety and fear. They can be deconstructed by behavioural psychotherapeutic interventions, adaptation-supportive, rewarding social environment or by other means.
The last category, that is most difficult to recognize and to differentiate from chronic illness due to overlapping with the symptoms, is the adverse sickness role. This is the negative opposite of an active, adaptive patient role and symptom awareness. An adverse sickness role is developed by social rewards gained by being sick and fear to give them up. There may be a narrowed social circle with limited dysfunctional social interactions supporting the helplessness and regression of personality. The patient may be so fixated on the sickness role, that he or she uses all the psychological resources to prove the severity of illness and disability, to be able to go on with the health care contact or to get disability pension, or to just finally win an exhaustive fight for justice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Four fields of functional deficits in mental disorders.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translated and republished by permission of Duodecim, Medical Journal, originally published in Finnish (4).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Structural deficits related to psychopathology and vulnerability
   - cognitive deficits of schizophrenia and neuropsychiatric developmental disorders
   - difficulties of affect modulation in borderline personality
   - autonomic nervous system overreactiveness in panic disorder

2. Immediate symptoms of illness
   - low initiative in depression
   - aggressiveness in mania
   - attack of anxiety in panic disorder
   - paranoid fears in schizophrenia

3. Secondary symptoms and adverse coping efforts
   - withdrawal from social contacts in depression due to negative experiences and interpretations
   - fear-related avoidance in panic disorder, social phobia and post-traumatic stress disorder

4. Adverse sick role
   - aiming at secondary gains
   - regression and helplessness
   - adverse self-medication
   - selective negative focus of attention in symptoms and deficits
   - loss of self-assurance and response to negative expectations
The contribution of positive psychology for assessment of work ability

Besides functional limitations, functional strengths and positive psychological resources should also be addressed, because they can at least partially counteract the deficits. The concepts related to positive psychology in working include, for example, measurable dimensions of well-being, character strengths, positive emotions, self-determination, coherence, resilience, empowerment, gratitude, psychological capital, work engagement, supervisory and organizational support, positive teamwork and co-worker relations, and positive leadership (30). Paying attention to these resources makes them more visible and tangible for the patient and the patients’ social network and health care professionals. Thus the hidden resources can be harnessed to help patients attain their full potential and meaningful participation in society. Finding one’s potential has an empowering effect on the patient, no matter whether it is facilitated by resource-oriented interview, positive psychology assessment tools, concrete tasks for occupational assessment, other encouraged activities or self-initiated trials with adequate support.

An assessment of positive resources often leads to fruitful discussions on self-help. These discussions potentially broaden the patient’s perception from being an object of psychiatric intervention to a functional subject capable of making decisions, alleviating his or her own suffering and increasing his or her well-being. In other words, the patient may gradually gain both the "willpower and waypower" to achieve the goals in (returning to) working life (31). For patients who explicitly have unrealistically high expectations and who repeatedly criticize their own performance, or ruminate on past failures, discussions on self-compassion may be particularly fruitful. Self-compassion exercises are fairly easy and safe to practice on one’s own, and they may counteract the harmful effects of excessive self-criticism (32, 33). Those who struggle with finding meaning in work may benefit from discussions on the fluctuating balance between meaning of work and meaning of life in the course of life (34). Normalizing these changes may alleviate possible pressure of finding "the perfect job".

A profound assessment of work ability always includes the investigation of rehabilitation options. In a case of correct timing, a concrete rehabilitation plan is designed together with the patient considering the patient’s personal goals and values. In successful rehabilitation and mental recovery, the key issue is rather to
build on what is strong than getting rid of the deficits. The definition of recovery by SAMSHA (35) does not assume withdrawal of symptoms, nor even alleviation of them, but it emphasizes ability to live a meaningful life in a community, free choice, and striving to achieve one’s full potential. This comes very close to the concepts of happiness and well-being that belong to the field of positive psychology. The approach of positive psychology can be used to strengthen and broaden psychiatric rehabilitation practices and pathways to recovery (36).

**Concepts of positive psychology and assessment tools**

Positive psychology seeks to find the resources of coping with work and stress, and the focus of interest is positive mental health instead of psychopathology (37). The concept of positive mental health and mental well-being (often used as synonyms) covers both positive affects, including the subjective happiness with life satisfaction and psychological functioning with self-realization (21). The approach of positive mental health is concerned with the feelings and functioning of all individuals, e.g. feelings of hope and satisfaction, confidence, sense of purpose and control, with or without the presence of mental illness (38).

Mental well-being is worth attention as an independent and important dimension of health and function, instead of an opposite for mental illness. Although there is a tendency for mental health to improve as mental illness symptoms decrease, this relationship is modest. People diagnosed with mental disorder may have poor mental well-being, but equally they may have moderate mental well-being or be flourishing (39). The WHO (40) outlines that mental health and well-being are fundamental to quality of life, enabling people to experience life as meaningful and to be creative and active citizens. Mental health is an essential component of social cohesion, productivity and peace and stability in the living environment, contributing to social capital and economic development in societies (40).

Below, some measures of positive psychology related to working ability are presented. Only the first ones, The sense of coherence and the Return to work-Self Efficacy have been validated for the assessment of psychiatric patients.
The sense of coherence

The sense of coherence (SOC) is a subjective experience of comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness of life (41). SOC is quite a stable trait throughout life (41, 42). It is associated with functional and vocational outcomes (43, 44, 45). Among unemployed people, a higher SOC predicts better subjective functional capacity and maintenance of self-esteem (46), whereas among employed people it predicts maintenance of mental health during organizational reform (47). SOC is associated with occupational well-being and coping with stress (45). Low SOC is associated with poor health behavior (44), intention to retire (48) and maladaptive psychological defenses (49, 50).

SOC seems to be a health promoting resource, which strengthens resilience and develops a more positive subjective perception of health, especially mental health (51). Psychiatric patients with complicated disability problems seemed to have quite low SOC scores in screening of a developmental project of working ability assessment (52): The mean SOC-13 was only 49.4, compared to Finnish population SOC-13 mean scores 61.6-66.6 (53) and Swedish community population sample 70.7 (54). The range and variation of SOC scores among psychiatric patients with complicated disability was large: 19-82 (52).

In conclusion, a higher sense of coherence refers to better return to work and rehabilitation prognosis because of better coping skills for working life, better coping with chronic illness and less obstacles related to low motivation or life control. Among psychiatric patients with complicated disability, a higher SOC seems to predict greater variety of working life activity in the near future even if the competitive employment is available for only a few patients (55). The patients with lower SOC need more intensive support, in addition to smaller and more frequent intermediate goals to pursue. The social support of their working environment has greatest significance for those with low SOC (56).

Return to work Self-Efficacy

Return to work Self-Efficacy (RTW-SE) measures the individual’s belief in having the capabilities needed for returning to work and it predicts return to work from sick leave over the next three months (57). According to the validation study (57), RTW-SE is correlated with coping, experience of locus of control and general self-efficacy (GSE). The concept of GSE (58) is very closely related to RTW-SE. Among patients with sick leave due to common mental disorders, the RTW-SE is lower (Mean 3.27) and more sensitive to change compared to patients with physical disability (Mean 4.24). The scores of mental patients, however, reached or even exceeded the level of other patients or mixed sample during 3-6 months of psychotherapy (57).
Recent findings from a study on 388 male security agents suggest that work self-efficacy is a key mechanism in turning positive orientation into positive future job performance (59). In particular, positive orientation had a direct effect on job performance when work self-efficacy beliefs were high or medium, but not when they were low. In other words, those who have a positive outlook towards future achievements may be more likely to perform better if they perceive themselves to be capable of executing work-related tasks (59).

The scale to measure RTW-SE has been translated into Finnish by the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health (FIOH) and Helsinki University Central Hospital (HUCH) in 2011 by permission of the author, Lagerveld. The translated version of the scale (3) has been in pilot use during the HUCH developmental project (52). The mean RTW-SE was 2.35 among psychiatric patients with complicated disability problems referred to the specialized unit for assessment of work ability at HUCH (60). This was considerably lower than in patients with uncomplicated common mental disorders and a shorter absence from work (57). The predictive value of RTW-SE for return to work was also demonstrated in the more severe and comorbid psychiatric patients with more chronic disability, but the follow-up time period was longer, one year (60).

RTW-SE has proved to be a useful assessment tool in psychiatric assessment of working ability, as it brings attention to the ideas and attitudes that reflect either psychological resources or obstacles that are important to know for planning successful return to work strategies and rehabilitation pathways. Besides, it is possible to enhance RTW-SE by psychotherapeutic interventions (57).

**Recovery from work**

During the recovery process, the employee’s physical and psychological resources are restored to the pre-stress level after work. Well-functioning recovery mechanisms protect from fatigue and burnout (61). The four major recovery mechanisms include psychological detachment from work, relaxation with low arousal and positive emotions, mastery experiences and control that refers to the freedom of choice over leisure (62). The mechanisms of recovery can be explored by the Recovery Experience Questionnaire (62) and subjective recovery can be assessed by a single 1-5 Likert-scale Recovery question (61) that has been published in Finnish (63). The former offers rich qualitative information about recovery to explore how to enhance recovery by social and environmental changes, or by behavioural and cognitive practices. It also offers quantitative data for follow-up of an individual. The latter instead, is not very informative for a solitary individual assessment, but it may offer rough quantitative follow-up data of an individual or community-level data of workplace.
Work engagement

The positive psychological approach to well-being at work explores the individual and organizational factors and the interactions between them, in particular, that maintain employee well-being, health and productivity during strain. Work engagement is a positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind characterized by vigour, dedication and absorption (64). The short form of the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES-9) has been validated among Finnish employees (65). The questions of UWES-9 are rather more suitable for healthy working populations than for clinical psychiatric patients with disability, who may find the questions inappropriate. Besides, UWES questions are not applicable during sick leave, unemployment or other absence from work.

Creativity

Creativity is a fundamental human feature that is not limited to producing art or innovation, as it is present in everyday life in areas such as problem solving, flexible adaptation and putting new skills into practice. Therefore, creativity is essential for coping with a changing working life, as well as for coping with illness and functional deficits. Creativity, as a complex concept, is difficult to measure (66), and having creative skills does not necessarily mean that one uses them (67). Mood and social environment, for example, affect the way creativity is expressed and used (67, 68).

A narrow aspect of practical creativity, the perceived creative working mode, has been measured by a single Likert scale question among working populations as a dimension of occupational well-being (69, 70, 71). The question is based on the assumption that the respondent is currently working, but it is also applicable for voluntary or transitional work. The clinical value of the single question is limited, but it may offer complementary information about the patient’s adaptation resources for work modifications, re-employment and coping with occupational stress. Psychiatric disability may also concern creativity, but some individuals are able to maintain and even develop their creativity despite illness (68).

Character strengths

Identifying one’s character strengths, cultivating them and living in accordance with them to achieve a higher purpose leads to meaningfulness. Accordingly, work allows for engagement and meaning when individual character strengths can be used to perform the work tasks (72). To the best of our knowledge, the VIA, Values in Action, measurement (73,74) has not been validated among psychiatric populations.
VIA could be helpful in employment services and vocational rehabilitation of mental patients who suffer from negative stigma and have difficulties in identifying their strengths. Because VIA measures a profile, instead of absolute values, there is no risk of discouragement and further stigmatization with pathological or poor results. By clinical experience, the major challenge of VIA with mental patients may be related to sufficiency of initiative and interest of the patient to use this positive and quite long web-based self-assessment questionnaire. However, during recovery there would probably be adequate time for VIA, that may enhance and enrich recovery by offering a counterbalance for the routine monitoring of deficits by identification of strengths integrated into a more positive self-image.

A new application of VIA has been validated in the working population for the investigation of the congruence between character strengths and situational circumstances in the workplace. The validation study of Applicability of Character Strengths Rating Scales (ACS-RS) (72) showed that the more signature strengths that were applied at the workplace, the higher were the positive experiences at work. Furthermore, the character strengths matter in vocational environments irrespective of the working field. Strength-congruent activities in the workplace are important for positive experiences at work, like job satisfaction and experiencing pleasure, engagement and meaning fostered by one’s job. All these are closely related to intrinsic motivation, which is fundamental for attaining full potential and best possible functional capacity.

**Other positive measures**

There are positive mental health scales developed for mental health promotion and validated by population studies, such as the compact 14-item Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWBS) that combines a few previous positive scales (21). The short version of WEMWBS with 7 items (SWEMWBS) (75) has been recently translated into Finnish and validated by the National Institute of Health and Welfare in the Northern Mental Health Survey and in the Regional Health and Well-being Study in Bothnia, but there is no data available yet about the scale on individual assessment. The clinical use of the SWEMWBS is currently piloted in psychiatric consultations and assessment of work ability by authors.
Social capital is a concept of community well-being that has been assessed among individuals. The structural dimension includes social interactions and the cognitive component includes subjective perceptions of support, reciprocity, sharing and trust. A short 8-item scale has been developed in Finland for assessment of social capital in the workplace (76). Subjective perceptions of high social capital are associated with better mental health outcomes of employees (77). The scale measures a social dimension of occupational well-being that may have an effect on psychiatric health and function, but so far there is no data on the applicability for psychiatric assessment.

**Work- and resource-oriented assessment tools**

Because the interaction between employee and workplace (Figure 1), or more broadly, the individual’s personal relationship with working life is of extreme importance in assessment of working ability, the assessment has to be focused on that. The same work-oriented assessment tools described below also take into account the positive aspects of the relationship between individual and the work, and the resources from both parts of the relationship. All three assessment tools described below have been tested in clinical assessment of Finnish psychiatric patients, and the first two have also been used in OHS.

**Return to work Readiness questionnaire**

Return to work Readiness questionnaire (RTW-RQ) is based on a simple visual analogue scale 0-10 of Return to work Readiness scale (RTW-RS) (78) that was later complemented with two specifying questions: 1. *What hinders you from returning to work at the moment?* and 2. *What would facilitate your returning to work?* For each question, the respondent is asked to name three items, ranked by importance. The present form of the RTW-RQ, completed with specifying qualitative questions (3), has been formulated in developmental projects (52, 79).

The first part of the test is based on recognizing the patient’s stage of readiness for return to work in the context of the Readiness for Change Model (80). Five stages of the model are precontemplation, contemplation, preparation for action, action and maintenance. Franche et al. (81) have studied return to work behaviour with this model and they developed and validated a 22-item scale in order to assess stage of readiness for return to work. Their test is named Readiness for Return-to-Work (RRTW) scale and consists of 22 stage-specific statements that had been previously generated by a group
of researchers. The validation was conducted in a patient group with work-related musculoskeletal injury and the test was performed one month after the injury. The wide range of statements in RRTW was later reduced to one question in RTW-RS (78). Thus the RRTW is the precursor of RTW-RS.

When expressed with a simple Visual Analogue Scale the test is both easy to perform and usable as means of progress follow-up. The discussion of the current or earlier stages with the patient makes them more aware of the situation and its development, and can also help to analyse factors hindering or facilitating return to work. RTW-RQ is a useful tool in OHS for preparing the return to work by considering flexible work modifications that lower the threshold to return (82). In psychiatry, there is clinical evidence of the usefulness of RTW-RQ in assessment of work ability and in rehabilitation planning: the information value of the RTW-RQ was rated even higher than that of the gold standard, SOFAS (52). RTW-RQ is easy to use in psychiatric assessment and it helps to face subjective factors that affect the return to work (4).

---

**Figure 2. Return to work Readiness questionnaire (RTW-RQ). Translated and republished by permission of Duodecim Medical Publications Ltd, originally published in Finnish (3).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The readiness for return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How do you feel now? Are you ready to return to work? (circumscribe)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.....1.....2.....3.....4.....5.....6.....7.....8.....9.....10
Not at all ready  Completely ready

• What hinders you from returning to work at the moment?
  • 1.
  • 2.
  • 3.
• What would facilitate your returning to work?
  • 1.
  • 2.
  • 3.
Mental Well-being Impact Assessment

Mental Well-being Impact Assessment (MWIA) is a tool for assessment of prerequisites for well-being at work and is based on the concept of positive mental health (38). Resilience is a key element of positive mental health, referring to a person’s ability to adapt or recover in the face of adversity (38). In addition to individual psychological resilience, MWIA also comprises the aspect of social resilience that refers to a characteristic of a community, or more precisely, the ability of the workplace community to recover from strain (38, 78). The four aspects that are assessed by MWIA include: 1. Control of work, 2. Psychological Resilience of employee, 3. Social Resilience of workplace community and 4. Participation (78). In Finland, MWIA has been qualitatively studied and validated for evaluating and developing mental well-being in the workplace (78, 83). MWIA has also been used for individual assessment and support for working ability of employees with depression (84) or other mental disorders (52). In Finland, MWIA is better known by the names MIVA or The Four aspects of Well-being at work. Practical instructions for clinicians have been published in Finnish (84). MWIA, like many other well-being or resource-oriented assessment tools, also serves as an intervention to promote occupational well-being.

Visual expression interview: Relationship to work

Relationship to work, visual expression interview, opens new themes for discussion about factors affecting work ability (85). The use of art materials for self-expression often enriches communication and interaction with the patient, enhances concentration on questions and makes some images and ideas visible that are essential for understanding possible hidden obstacles, experiences and strengths that affect working, or return to work. In most cases, visual expression interview produces new clinically relevant information (86). The information is useful for rehabilitation planning and preparing for work. The visual expression interview often encourages the patient to explore his or her professional role and identity, work-related values, rewards and setbacks, career expectations, risks and options, workplace social interactions and the personal meaning of work. The patient’s embarrassment and confusion about the controversial situation that often precedes referral to psychiatric assessment of work ability, is often relieved and new insight is gained. Sometimes the creative task stimulates more flexible thinking and new ideas about future options.
Epilogue

In psychiatry, despite neurocognitive, metabolic and limbic pathogenesis, we have the unique opportunity to work with images and meanings that have transformative powers. Besides, via plasticity and epigenetics, even morphological change may be obtained by recruiting and rehearsal of adaptive functional circuits. Stress and mental illness are associated with shortening of telomeres through life (87), but resilience protects from the effects of oxidative stress (88). Cognitive reappraisal, the ability to cognitively reframe adverse and negative events in a more positive light is strongly associated with resilience (88). Maintenance of positive affect and positive cognitions seems to counteract the negative inflammatory and depressive responses to stress (89).

The positive psychosocial factors have an impact on overall health beyond emotional and cognitive functioning (90). The focus of psychiatric assessment and practice has remained on pathology, symptoms and deficits, rather than expanding and building the positive aspects of patients’ mental and social functioning (90).

Mental patients, like all people, possess a continuum of mental well-being. In addition to alleviating symptoms, we can enhance well-being. By using a positive psychology framework in assessment of function, we can help our client to identify and integrate more positive aspects of self-image and working life, and to find meaningful goals for rehabilitation by making the positive aspects of mental health and function more visible and tangible by assessment, it also serves as an intervention: we find what we look for, and we build on what we find.
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